About The Book
An Engagement Ring is the hallmark of love, trust, and togetherness of the two souls. The
idea of buying an engagement ring can be overwhelming when you have umpteen
questions in your mind about the choices, quality, credibility, and suitability of the ring
for someone special.
Facts about diamond’s quality, jewellery making, and available choices can be of great
help and come in handy when buying a ring.
This E-book is our small effort to make you aware of the important aspects to know and
check while buying a perfect diamond engagement ring that you can cherish for a lifetime.
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JD Solitaire: An Introduction

Started with the noble thought of offering jewellery of contemporary designs at affordable prices, JD
Solitaire is consistently delivering quality, authenticity, innovation and happiness through transparent
business practices for the past 29 years.
We always strive to bring the latest trending designs along with a myriad of traditional jewellery. With
more than 2,900 unique jewellery designs, we take great pride in creating a wholesome buying
experience for our customers.
Our vision: To provide world-class quality jewellery at affordable prices to everyone

“Our motto: Jewellery an affordable luxury”
Our Mission: Bring together the finest craftsmen and designers to give the best buying experience to
our customers
The Brand: ‘JD Solitaire’ as the name suggests, specialises in jewellery, diamonds and solitaires.
We have been in the jewellery business for over two and a half decades, and have become a trusted
consumer brand since then. Whatever the occasion be, an engagement, birthday, wedding,
anniversaries or gifting yourself, we are here to bring happiness to you and your loved ones.
The Store: Located in the heart of the country's capital city New Delhi, we are a team of experts in
jewellery designing and gemology with numerous accreditations and accolades under our belt. Our
core ideas of services include a hassle-free shopping experience, BIS hallmarking, 100% internationally
certified jewellery, lifetime exchange offers and unique designs.
The Founder: Mr. Sanjay Kalsi, the founder of JD Solitaire is an accredited gemologist and jewellery
designer. He believes that jewellery is made for everyone and believes in the motto of ‘Affordable
luxury’ for all. Get the unmatched jewellery buying experience with us and give us a chance to make you
feel special.
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Why JD Solitaire?
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You can return the product within 30 days from the date of invoice if you are not
satisfied with the product or if it doesn’t fit you. Your return shipping charges are
free and you get 100% refund to your bank account or you may choose to make
another purchase.

FREE SHIPPING
Yes, it's true, we ship for free. For a 100% safe purchase, all goods are insured by us
until they reach you securely.

LIFETIME EXCHANGE & BUYBACK
100% Buy Back on Diamonds, Gold value as per current price. Only Labour and
Promotional Discounts will be deducted at the time of Return or Exchange of the
jewellery.
We offer a Lifetime Exchange & Buy-Back Policy on all purchases made from JD
Solitaire. The product along with the original product certificate and Bill can be returned
for buy-back or exchange on its current market value with deductions applicable
towards Labour | Promotional Discount and Rs.500 towards the cost of the certificate if
lost. Payment will be made by RTGS / IMPS to you within 15 days from the date Jewellery
is picked up from you and after verification of the same at our store.

100% CERTIFIED & HALLMARKED
Every piece you get is fully checked for quality and authenticity by reputed agencies:
GOLD BIS Hallmarked.
DIAMOND Jewellery certificate of authenticity from IGI, IDGL.
DIAMOND SOLITAIRES carry a certificate of authenticity from GIA, IGI, HRD,
and IDGL.
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Free Shipping

Why JD Solitaire?
VIRTUAL SHOPPING THROUGH VIDEO CALL
Pick your favourite designs online

Book an appointment (It’s Free!)
Pick your convenient date and time to see designs on video call and take a decision.

Try the designs
Our Try at Home consultants will get you your chosen designs - at home or at work
(DELHI NCR ONLY).

Buy only if you like
Buy on the spot! And if you don't like it, there's no obligation to buy.

TRY JEWELLERY AT HOME (DELHI NCR ONLY)
Taking you back to the time when jewellery was brought to you in the comfort of your
home. All you have to do is shortlist the pieces you want to try and let our customer
care team know a convenient time to show you the selected jewellery.

BUY FROM EXPERTS, WE ARE A TEAM OF ACCREDITED GEMOLOGIST
& DESIGNERS
We have over 29 years of experience in the jewellery industry. Our 3600 sq. Ft. Store is
located in the heart of south Delhi to offer our customers a world-class shopping
experience, having serviced customers from over 19 countries. We have over 2900
designs to choose from with an in-house design team.
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12 Things To Know Before Buying A
Diamond Engagement Ring
One of the most memorable days of your lifetime is your engagement, which marks the
initiation of a pious relationship. This event is fondly remembered through the
engagement ring that forms an asset worth cherishing for a lifetime.
There are plenty of diamond shapes, settings, and designs, which makes it seem a little
daunting task to purchase a ring.
Here are the 12 things that will assist you in your journey to buy a memorable ring for that
special one.
1. Know the 4Cs
2. Understand the Different Diamond Shapes
3. Pick Your Favourite Setting
4. Choose Side-Stones
5. Check the Diamond in Different Lighting Effects
6. Check the Sparkle and Carat Size
7. Choose a Ring That Suits the Personality Of The Wearer
8. Don't Guess the Ring Size
9. Budget Gives Clarity
10. Look Out For Diamond Grading Report
11. Pick an Expert Jeweller
12. Choose a Metal for The Ring Band

Let’s have a detailed look at each of the above points in the following sections.
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1.

KNOW THE 4C'S

1.Know The 4Cs
Similar to the fingerprints, which are unique to every individual, every diamond has some
distinguishing characteristics of its own. These are determined through the 4Cs of
Diamond - Colour, Cut, Clarity and Carat Weight.
These 4Cs are the globally accepted standards for determining the quality of a diamond.

When buying your favorite engagement ring, it is imperative to know these, to compare
one diamond with another.
A. COLOUR

One of the most significant aspects that affect the price of a diamond is
its colour. Picking the right diamond colour can help you save on your
pocket without having a noticeable change in its appearance.
Colourless diamonds are rare and more radiant, hence they are quoted
the highest prices. The Colour scale ranges from D to Z, which
determines the colourlessness of the stones.
Diamond colours are classified as:
▪D to F: Colourless
▪G to J: Near Colourless
▪K to M: Fainted Yellow
▪N to R: Very Light Yellow
▪S to Z: Light Yellow
Among all the white diamonds, D coloured diamonds are of the highest
grade and Z the lowest in the colourless ones.

1.Know The 4Cs
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1.Know The 4Cs
B. CUT QUALITY

Out of all the 4Cs, this is the most complex and important aspect,
which gives brilliance and shimmer to the diamond. Cut quality
determines the interaction of light with the diamond facets, which
are responsible for transmitting light and hence, the sparkle of the
diamond. A round-shaped diamond has the maximum facets and
brilliance.
A higher cut grade is costlier than a lower one, however, with the
cuts getting lower there is a loss to the sparkle of the diamond
Some other aspects related to the cut of the diamond are:
Brightness: This is the extent of total internal and external
reflection of light from a diamond
Fire: The ability to scatter white light into beautiful VIBGYOR
colors (Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and Redall the rainbow colors)
Scintillation: It is the amount of sparkle produced, the pattern
of light and dark areas created by the reflections within a
diamond

C. CLARITY

Clarity is the measurement of purity of the diamond under 10power magnification. A diamond is graded as flawless when there
is no inclusion and no blemishes visible under the magnification.

1.Know The 4Cs
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1.Know The 4Cs
A stone with a lesser clarity has multiple inclusions, which directly
impacts its brightness and sparkle. More inclusions can lead to less
refraction of light within the diamond, hence it appears cloudier.
The following diamond clarity chart will help you to understand the
noticeable imperfections to the naked eye.
FL: Flawless diamonds
IF: Internally flawless
VVS: Very Very Slightly Included and VS: Very Slightly Included
SI: Slight Included
I: Imperfect

D. CARAT WEIGHT

Carat weight is denoted by the apparent weight and not the size of
the diamond. The weight can vary differently across the different
shapes of a diamond
Carat Weight= Diamond Weight
1 Carat= 1/5 Gram
A diamond may have a higher carat weight but a smaller size when
compared with others. Also, two diamonds with the same carat
weight can vary in their sizes if one is cut deeper. Carat weight
solely does not determine the value of the diamond on its own.
For instance, two one-carat diamonds can vary a lot in price when
all the 4C are taken into consideration.

1.Know The 4Cs
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2. UNDERSTAND THE
DIFFERENT DIAMOND
SHAPES

2.Understand The Different
Diamond Shapes
Every diamond has its unique shape, cut, and quality. Knowing, how these aspects can
affect your choice and the shimmer of the jewel is of utmost importance.
Let's check out the basic understanding of each of these words in detail.
Diamond Shapes
The shape of the diamond is the outline of the stone when viewed from the top. Usually,
when we think of diamonds, we often picture a shining round stone that reflects the light
as the rays fall on it. But, there are plenty of diamond shapes available that can match your
style and outfit
From round-shaped diamonds to cushion and marquise cut, each diamond has its charm
and brilliance. Here, we present some of the most prominent diamond shapes, which will
help you to decide the best option

ROUND CUT DIAMOND

The diamond brilliance of a round cut diamond: It is one of the
most popular cut among all the diamond shapes. Known for it
undying brilliance and sheer, It offers brilliant reflection of light.

PRINCESS-CUT DIAMOND

These diamonds are found in square shapes and extremely
brilliant, the way they are cut. While the other diamond shapes
display colours in the centre, the princess cut diamonds are
distinct and reflect them in the corners of the stones.

2.Understand The Different Diamond Shapes
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2.Understand The Different
Diamond Shapes
MARQUISE SHAPED DIAMOND

If you are looking for maximum carat weight, marquise should be
your choice. The unique shape of this diamond makes the hand
and fingers look slender and beautiful. The outer shape of a
diamond is measured by its length and width.
CUSHION-CUT DIAMOND

The classic and timeless cushion cut is also known as pillow cut
diamonds. These diamonds have a special appearance due to their
round corners and larger facets.

EMERALD-CUT DIAMOND

These diamonds have a unique appearance due to the rectangular
facet stepped up to bring brilliance. Due to the large rectangular
shape, the inclusions and colour are more apparent.

PEAR DIAMOND

These diamonds are made in the form of teardrop style, which
looks soft and delicate. Pear cut diamonds are made with accurate
symmetry.

ASSCHER-CUT DIAMOND

Asscher diamond is square instead of rectangular.
These
diamonds are octagonal in shapes, as the corner of the stones are
cropped featuring their signature appeal.

2.Understand The Different Diamond Shapes
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2.Understand The Different
Diamond Shapes
Two prominent factors that affect the shape are:

Cutting Style (How it affects the diamond shine?)
It is the art of arranging the facets in a diamond. The more the
number of facets or the planer surfaces, the more is the reflection of
light, hence more brilliance for the diamond.
Facets can be made in many shapes and sizes.
A round cut diamond has 58 facets which is the reason for its
magnificent brilliance
The other cutting styles include emerald cut which has more than
49 facets, shaped in square or rectangular form with four longer
facets along the sides and beveled edges.
A radiant-cut diamond is also a square or rectangular cutting
style, which is getting popular these days

Cut Quality
The cut quality of a diamond determines the quality of cut and
polish, including the depth and its symmetry. Cut quality impacts
the overall brilliance and beauty of the stone. An excellent cut
quality stone is luminous and reflects coloured light more
efficiently as compared to a poorly cut diamond

2.Understand The Different Diamond Shapes
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3.

PICK YOUR
FAVOURITE SETTING

3. Pick Your Favourite Setting
Are you looking for a diamond ring that showcases the diamond at its best and stands out
from others? Well, then you must think of investing money in a beautiful ring setting.
A setting helps to hold the stone firmly in its place. The setting is used to highlight and
enhance the beauty of a diamond ring. It also protects the stone from getting damaged
with varying settings offering different degrees of damage protection.
Here is a list of popular choices for the ring settings:

A. PRONG SETTING: THE SETTING FOR A SOLITAIRE !

The prong setting is also known as a claw setting. It is often used
to hold a single diamond or solitaire in a classic engagement ring.
The prong setting uses minimum metal thus, it allows more light to
pass through solitaire. Four and six prongs are the most preferred
choice in diamond ring settings.

B. HALO SETTING

Halo setting uses small diamonds to encircle the centre diamond.
It adds lustre, which tends to make the diamond appear large and
beautiful.
For colourful gemstones rings, you can add a contrasting tiny stone
setting to enhance the beauty of an engagement ring.

3. Pick Your Favourite Setting
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3. Pick Your Favourite Setting
C. BEZEL SETTING

If you are looking to provide extra damage control to the ring,
consider opting for a bezel setting.
In a Bezel setting, a thin metal strip is placed around the stone to
hold it firmly at its position. Bezel offers numerous options to
create sloppy edges, molded or beveled edges to provide a definite
shape according to the stone shape.

D. CHANNEL SETTING

A Channel setting is the most commonly used setting in wedding
and anniversary bands. In this setting, the stone is guarded against
the wall of gold or platinum metal sheet, providing it with the
utmost protection.
They are less likely to snag clothes and suit all the finger sizes. A
great feature of channel setting is that; it has a clean geometric
look, a preferred setting for the modern consumer.

3. Pick Your Favourite Setting
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4. CHOOSE SIDE-STONES

4. Choose Side-Stones
Adding the pieces of side stones, bring a touch of elegance, style, and a sense of
sophistication to the engagement ring. They highlight the brilliance of the centre stone as
they are carefully placed beside them to complete their look and feel.
Many diamond shapes can behave as both central and side stones. The most popular
diamond cuts that add contrast to the centre stone are baguette, trillion, trapezoid, and
half-moon.

A. BAGUETTE-CUT DIAMONDS

Baguette-cut diamonds are available in both straight and tapered
forms. These stones have become a popular choice due to their
elegant symmetry and large tabular size. They go very well when
paired with Emerald and Asscher-cut diamonds.

B. TRAPEZOID-SHAPED STONES

Trapezoid stones look versatile and stunning when they are used as
side stones. These stones are found in brilliant and step-cut and
both square and rectangular centre diamond shape.
Trapezoid side stones work perfectly with Oval and Marquise-cut
diamonds in the centre.
C. TRILLION-CUT DIAMONDS

Trillion-cut diamond side stones are found with pointed ends. These
side stones pair up beautifully with brilliant round and cushion-cut
centre diamonds and princess cut diamonds.

4. Choose Side-Stones
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4. Choose Side-Stones
D. HALF-MOON CUT DIAMONDS

Half-moon cut diamonds are often paired with large centre
stones to highlight the beauty of the engagement ring. The
prominent geometric lines of half-moon are ideal side stones
for brilliant round-cut, cushion-cut and other diamond shapes
with defined edges.
Classy Asscher, cushion, emerald, round, oval, round, and pear-cut diamond sides
stones are scintillating and elegant. In general, step-cut stones pair very well with stepcut diamonds. Also, brilliant-cut diamonds go well with brilliant-cut side stones.

How to choose the number of side stones?
Well, the preference for side stones depends on your personal
choice, but the most popular combination of side stones are
two.
The two side stones and a centre large diamond is known as the
three-stone ring, while the rings with four side stones and a
central gem is a five-stone ring.

Colours of side stones
While choosing a colour for the side stones, consider opting for
stones that have a higher grade than that of the central diamond.
This will avoid visible colour mismatch and create a contrasting
look. For a consistent look, the colour of the side stones and the
central diamond should be one grade apart.

4. Choose Side-Stones
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5. CHECK THE DIAMOND
IN DIFFERENT
LIGHTING EFFECTS

5.Check The Diamond In Different
Lighting Effects
Who does not love a scintillating diamond ring adorning their hands?
The beauty of a diamond is well described by the sparkle and shimmer it exudes, but,
this may vary for different light conditions for the same diamond.
A perfect diamond will capture light from its environment and display an array of
colours which is enough to captivate one’s eye. It will sparkle radiantly and emit a
range of light and dark patterns (scintillation).

The excellent cut quality diamond allows maximum light to enter through its top facet
without allowing it to exit from the bottom. A poor cut quality stone will behave the
exact opposite, thus appearing dark in the light.
It is of utmost importance to understand the different lighting conditions and
diamond's appearance. The reflection of visible light inside the diamond facets tends to
produce mesmerising sparkle and colour, which varies as per the surroundings.
Be it daylight, moonlight, candlelight, spot lighting or fluorescent lighting- each
diamond appears different under these lighting effects. As you buy a diamond ring,
pay close attention to the diamond’s interaction with light. You can also compare them
under store lighting, daylight or candlelight

5.Check The Diamond In Different Lighting Effects
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5.Check The Diamond In Different
Lighting Effects
Here are a few suggestions for various lighting conditions:
Clear sky: An environment or surrounding where the spot lightning is not dominating
Daylight: A natural sunshine or under the shade of a tree, which can scatter the
diamond's natural sparkle
Diffused lighting: Light that bounces off a white ceiling. These lighting conditions can
be the best way to determine the appearance of a diamond
A mixed lighting condition with both spot and diffused lighting

Consider the lighting effects and surroundings of the place, where you will mostly wear
the diamond ring. You may also ask for the same lighting from the jeweller. For example,
if you are working in an office ask your jeweler to check the diamond’s performance under
similar lighting conditions. Choose that one stone that sparkles the most and made for
you.
Also, it is important to consider the lighting conditions of the engagement venue. Choose
the best lighting environment for your big day. Make sure that you and your partner’s ring
should perform the best in the environment.

5.Check The Diamond In Different Lighting Effects
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6. CHECK THE SPARKLE
AND CARAT SIZE

6.Check The Sparkle And
Carat Size
The most known and misquoted aspect of a diamond is its carat size. Also, the most talked
about feature of a diamond is its sparkle.

The sparkle of a diamond
Who doesn’t love a sparkling diamond? It is the most appealing characteristic that is
sought out by many diamond lovers.
Technically, It is the interaction of light with the interior surfaces of diamond in the form
of visual effect, which, either leaves a white light known as brightness or shows off the
spectral colours i.e. VIBGYOR, which is also known as fire.
Here are a few tips to know about the sparkle of a diamond:
Sparkle does not depend on size: You might think that a larger diamond sparkles
more, but that’s not the case. In a true sense, two identical diamonds with the
same color, clarity, and cut have the same amount of sparkle, regardless of their
size. It is the cut of the diamond that governs the sparkle of it. A diamond with
higher cut grade sparkles more than the one with a lower cut grade
More diamonds mean more sparkle: Yes, you heard it right. More diamonds in
number, regardless of their size, will add more sparkle and opulence to the jewelat
hand. This is why the side stones are so popularly used in the diamond
engagement rings

6.Check The Sparkle And Carat Size
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6.Check The Sparkle And
Carat Size
Prong setting favors sparkle: As discussed earlier, the prong setting allows most of the
light to enter the diamond, thus resulting in more reflections and sparkling

A clean diamond is a sparkling diamond: Diamonds have a higher affinity for grease
and dirt, therefore it is necessary to clean them regularly. For cleaning, you can use an
ammonia-based household liquid cleaner once a week at home. Soak the diamond
overnight, remove it from the solution the next day and Voila!! You get a beautiful
sparkling diamond

The Carat Size Of The Diamond
Are bigger diamonds costly and smaller cheap? It depends on the 4 c’s of the diamond.
Carat is the weight measurement of a diamond size. Carat is a unit equivalent to 200 mg.
This is subdivided further into 100 equal points to find the exact weight or carat size of a
diamond.

6.Check The Sparkle And Carat Size
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6.Check The Sparkle And
Carat Size

Although larger diamonds have a higher weight, therefore a higher carat size. However, it
is also significantly influenced by the cuts in the diamond.
Some shapes require a shallow cut while others are deeply cut. For instance, emerald-cut
diamonds are rectangular in shape and shallow by cut, whereas, round and princess-cut
diamonds have more depth.
Oval and marquise-cut diamonds are slender and have an extra length as compared to the
round diamond containing the same depth percentages. Therefore, they look large in size.
So, opt for oval or marquise cut diamonds to flaunt a perceivably bigger engagement ring.
Several square-shaped diamonds like a cushion and princess cut diamond have a deeper
depth percentage. So, these diamond shapes appear smaller as compared to round ones.
When choosing a diamond size, many people look out for bigger diamonds. But, it is
important to know the cut quality of the stone. Always check the cut grade to get a clear
picture of the carat weight and the amount of brilliance and sparkle that you want in a
ring.
6.Check The Sparkle And Carat Size
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7. CHOOSE A RING THAT
SUITS THE PERSONALITY
OF THE WEARER

7.Choose A Ring That Suits The
Personality Of The Wearer
Wearing an engagement ring is a once-in-a-lifetime moment that symbolizes everlasting
love, commitment, and happiness. Also, a perfectly selected engagement ring that
complements the persona of the person wearing it, is the icing on the cake.
We have listed down different styles of rings for you to choose a perfect one for yourself or
your partner.
FOR A CLASSIC AND ELEGANT APPEAL

A solitaire engagement ring is one of the finest choices when it
comes to exuding elegance and charisma. It is a single piece of
diamond placed at the centre of the jewel. The sparkle and shimmer
of the solitaire are astounding when it is placed in a Prong setting,
allowing for maximum sparkle and shine. It is for this reason that
Solitaire rings are the most popular engagement rings
For a touch of grandeur, you may introduce a series of small
diamonds on the band of the ring. Side stones or three stones
solitaire rings are a traditional yet majestic alternative to solitaire
engagement rings.

FOR THOSE BOLD AND ADVENTUROUS WOMEN

A halo diamond can be a great choice for giving that bold yet stylish
look. The halo setting adds an outline of a tiny diamond and allows
the central diamond to appear glamourous.
A pave setting complementing the halo brings out the true beauty
of the diamond, providing an unblemished style to your
personality. Halo settings are a great choice for women who are outgoing, independent and adventurous

7.Choose A Ring That Suits The Personality Of The Wearer
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7.Choose A Ring That Suits The
Personality Of The Wearer
FOR THOSE FASHIONISTAS OUT THERE

If you, or your partner, love flaunting the engagement ring, then
you can select a dazzling Channel setting diamond ring. Channel
setting rings are great pieces of jewellery to display a multitude of
tiny gemstones to create a shimmery effect. It brings the beauty of
a myriad of colours and the sparkle of a diamond to accentuate
your look.
Channel setting engagement rings make a fine choice for those
detail-oriented, fun-loving, and outgoing extroverts.

FOR THOSE ROMANTICS AND SOCIAL BUTTERFLIES

Are you the one who loves clicking pictures, showing it off to your
friends and relatives, falling head over heels for a lovable proposal?
Then, you must consider buying a ‘brilliant round-cut' engagement
diamond ring.
The round shape of the stone symbolizes honesty and integrity. If
you or your partner loves vintage jewellery, consider choosing a
heart-shaped diamond, decorated with bows and ribbons.

THE ENERGETIC ATHLETE

The athletic partner takes pride in herself. She has a strong and
fierce personality, whose beauty has a touch of boldness and
independence. They are amused with a marquise-cut ring with some
intricate details.
A Pear-cut or Marquise-cut diamond is a reinvention of
contemporary style. With the growing popularity of unique designs,
marquise cut diamonds never fail to impress the modern brides.

7.Choose A Ring That Suits The Personality Of The Wearer
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7.Choose A Ring That Suits The
Personality Of The Wearer
FOR THOSE NATURE LOVERS

Are you the one who loves to take a stroll in the quaint and calm
mountains or taking a walk by the side of a lake?
For all those calm nature lovers, a Bezel setting diamond ring
makes for a perfect choice. Bezel settings have a flat back, a thin
metal wall that surrounds the stone making it look gorgeous.
People who love Bezel settings are practical, simple, and balanced.
Besides the charm of the bezel setting, they can also choose a ring
crafted with yellow gold band metal, which can be embedded with
leaves, flowers, vines and tiny animals to give a graceful look.

FOR THOSE CONFIDENT AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN

A working woman knows the correct balance between work life and
personal life. She leaves no stone unturned to make the best of both
worlds. They are the bold, go-getters of today who reflect rational
thinking, calmness, and a mark of leadership and charisma.
If you are looking for a piece of sophistication and originality, try
opting for stronger and wider bands or rings with wider settings
like pave setting or bezel setting. These settings are best known for
exuding elegance and leadership, while enhancing the overall look
of the diamond and speak for confidence and strength.

7.Choose A Ring That Suits The Personality Of The Wearer
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7.Choose A Ring That Suits The
Personality Of The Wearer
FOR THAT CHIC AND MODERN STYLE

If you like exploring new ways of showing glamour and beauty,
while appreciating a modern and stylish look, Gemstone
engagement rings and coloured stones can be a unique yet stylish
choice for you.
You may also prefer choosing the Sculptural rings. Sculptural rings
have distinct designs and shapes, which gives them a nontraditional look. A modern, youthful person is likely to appreciate
Art Deco style engagement rings that have curving diamondstudded lines for a unique look.

7.Choose A Ring That Suits The Personality Of The Wearer
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8. DON'T GUESS THE RING
SIZE

8. Don't Guess The Ring Size
There is no 'one-size-fits -all' when it comes to the size of a ring.
If you are shopping for someone special, the best way to find their ring size is to ask. But if
you are planning a little surprise, ask for assistance from friends and family members.
The average ring size for women ranges from size 10 to 13 (Indian Size). The most popular
ring size for women is 12. While for men, the average ring size ranges between size 19 to
22. Also, the size of the most popular rings for men is size 19. The standard ring size can
help you get the right ring size, but if you do not get the size you need, you can always
contact the expert jewellers for finding your right ring size.
Here are also some DIY techniques to find your ring size.

i) Use a string or paper strip to measure your finger
Take a string or paper strip, wrap it around the base of your finger.
Mark the point with a pen where the ends meet. Measure the string
or paper strip with a ruler in millimeters. Pick the closest
measurement on the ring size chart to know your exact ring size.

ii) Place your ring on the ring size chart
If you already have a ring and you know that it fits you well, take a
printout of the ring size chart. Place your ring on the circle until you
match the inner circumference of the ring.
You can press the ring into a soap bar and make a ring impression to
know the correct size.

8. Don't Guess The Ring Size
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8. Don't Guess The Ring Size
Tips on ring size measurements
Make sure that the ring fits your finger comfortably. The ring should not come out
easily but should be loose enough to slide smoothly over the knuckles.
In case, the knuckles are bigger than the base of the finger, measure both and pick the
ring size between the two
Measure your ring size only when the hands are warm. The dominant hand has longer
fingers
Measure your ring size at least 3 to 4 times for precision

When in doubt, just visit a credible jeweller and ask him to measure it for you.

8. Don't Guess The Ring Size
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9. BUDGET GIVES CLARITY

9. Budget Gives Clarity
An engagement ring marks a once-in-a-lifetime moment for starting a new phase in your
life. It is a symbol of enduring love and commitment to the beloved partner. However,
cherishing this moment comes with a ‘price tag’ of its own.
Purchasing engagement rings can be a costly affair, but, with the right knowledge of what
is needed, you can maximize the value of the diamond buying experience
For planning the budget, it is advised to spend some time researching engagement ring
tips to save money and buy a good quality product. A little homework beforehand can make
you stay ahead of time and discover the best product giving amazing value for your money.
Let's look at some of the budgeting tips that can help you save time and money.

Expectations Vs Bank Account?
One may desire to have all the twinkling stars of the
sky, however, a rational decision, keeping in mind all
the expenses is of immense significance when choosing
a diamond ring.
There are a myriad of factors that affect the price of a
ring. Knowing, which you can do away with can be of
great help in lowering the price.
Ideally, it is important to plan ahead of time and meet
an expert jeweler who can assist you in finding the
right ring according to your wallet?

9. Budget Gives Clarity
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9. Budget Gives Clarity
Calculate your income and expenditure
A diamond ring comes with a financial commitment, which needs to be carefully planned.
Your regular income and periodic expenses will still remain the way they were. In addition,
you need to compensate for the price of the ring.
Plan on meeting your expenses wisely in the long run.

Plan for Different Wedding Events
Buying a diamond engagement ring is just the beginning of a long series of events. So, it is
important to think beyond the engagement function. You will probably be having a
wedding party, several dinners, and a honeymoon, which demands careful budgeting of
their own.
Keeping these in mind, plan an amount which is both pocket and event-friendly.

Know your partner’s taste and preference
Being a symbol of love and care, it is important to understand your partner's tastes and
preferences. Check, whether they prefer a diamond or colorful gemstones, platinum or
gold ring band, side stones or without side stones. Knowing this will surely help in
narrowing down your search for a beautiful engagement ring.

Get An Expert’s Advice
Consult a professional or listen to an expert jeweler’s advice before purchasing the ring.
They will guide you to the credible sources and advice on the best buy for you, that you can
proudly present to your partner.

9. Budget Gives Clarity
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10. LOOK OUT FOR DIAMOND
GRADING REPORT

10.Look Out For Diamond Grading
Report
Has your diamond passed the tests? Is it as authentic as it looks?
If you have these questions, ask for a diamond grading report. It is a diamond certificate,
which states the specific details and qualities of the stone. It forms the cornerstone for the
credibility of your purchase and reinforces the philosophy of ‘What you see is what you get’.
Ask the jeweler for a report from bodies like I.G.I (International Gemological Institute),
G.I.A (Gemological Institute of America), H.R.D (Hoge Raad voor Diamant)

Importance of Diamond Grading Report
GIA, IGI, HRD are all prominent bodies for research and education in gemology and the
art of jewelry making. A grading report issued by them provides an unbiased statement
and details of a diamond's quality and characteristics. Ensuring that the accuracy and
integrity of every grading report are maintained

Standards
GIA has established the diamond’s standard worldwide. The institute has developed
methods and transparent practices for evaluating the quality of diamonds globally. The
curator of 4C's and global standards for diamonds, GIA has established a common
benchmark for explaining the quality of D-Z colour diamonds.

Objectivity And Accuracy
Every laboratory operates with the same set of principles and standards to ensure accuracy
and consistency while examining the quality of the diamond. These researches are carried
out by highly trained members, under expert’s guidance, robust control systems and a
series of best practices to yield the best results every time.

Protect
Through rigorous research, education, and unbiased grading reports, All Laboratories
strive to provide confidence while buying and selling the diamonds. It provides a common
benchmark for the industry by proving, maintaining, and protecting the global quality
standards of the diamonds.

10.Look Out For Diamond Grading Report
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10.Look Out For Diamond Grading
Report
How to read a Diamond grading report?
The report includes the relevant information related to the 4Cs of the diamond i.e.Colour, Clarity, Carat Weight and Cut quality. It represents the plotted diagram showing
the clarity characteristics and a graphical representation of the diamond’s proportions
(length to width ratio).

Report Number
Location on the top left corner of the report, a unique report number mentioned on the
report. If you go to the laboratories website click on the ‘report check’ button, this will give
you all the information related to the report.

Diamond cutting style and measurements
Below the report number, you will find the diamond shape and cutting style details,
followed by the dimensions of the stone. The shape section tells you about the shape of the
diamond and the cutting style describes the cut style of the diamond.
For example, a rectangular-shaped step cut is known as an emerald cut diamond, whereas
a square cut 'brilliant’ is precisely known as princess cut or cushion-cut diamonds with
rounded edges

10.Look Out For Diamond Grading Report
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11. PICK AN EXPERT
JEWELLER

11.Pick An Expert Jeweller
A trustworthy and credible jeweller is all that it takes to buy the finest jewels for yourself. A
guide, a mentor and a friend, he is there with you throughout your jewellery buying
journey.
Since an engagement ring is a precious yet expensive investment, consider buying it from a
reliable and knowledgeable jeweller. You may lookout for an expert jeweller who has
received credentials from accredited institutes. An expert jeweller knows the best value of
diamonds
The expert jeweller will assist you in finding the right diamond as per your taste,
preferences and budget. Whether it's an engagement ring or any other jewellery, a
professional jeweller recognizes the best value of your hard-earned money. They guide you
with precision, accuracy, 4Cs and several factors that can influence the diamond buying
journey.

An expert knows your tastes and choice
An expert will answer and clear all the doubts related to the diamond. They will
recommend a beautiful piece that will bring inner beauty within you

Determining the right size
An expert jeweller provides complete information related to the diamond and allows you to
identify diamonds as per your choice and perfect fit.

An expert only sells certified diamonds
GIA, IGI, HRD are mark’s of authenticity and quality. An expert jeweller provides complete
information related to the diamond and allows you to identify diamonds as per your
choice.

11.Pick An Expert Jeweller
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12.

CHOOSE A METAL
FOR THE RING BAND

12.Choose A Metal For The Ring
Band
The beauty of a ring is accentuated by the type of band used in making it. A band
completing the jewel of the ring goes a long way in bringing that shimmer and elegance to
it.
The Band of the ring can be made from a number of metals and elements. The earthy
elements like white gold, yellow gold, rose gold, and platinum are popular choices among
the customers.
We are listing below some of the prominent ring band types for you to choose from

PLATINUM RING BAND

Platinum is a metal of choice by young couples these days. These ring
bands reflect a sleek, bold and modern look.
Platinum engagement rings symbolize eternal love and a strong bond to
share for the rest of their lives. The white shades of band metal go well
with diamonds graded in D to J. This colour range represents a
colourless to a near-colourless range of diamonds.
Being costlier than gold, platinum is a more durable and hypoallergenic
metal, which can be used without worrying about its interaction with
the skin.

GOLD RING BAND

Gold has been a symbol of opulence, wealth, prosperity and grandeur for
ages and its use in jewellery has been known for centuries.
Due to its mesmerising appeal and symbolism, gold has found itself among
the most prominent metals for showing everlasting love. Gold is inherently
smooth and soft and it is, hence, alloyed with other metals to increase its
strength.
The fineness of gold is measured in Karat. Among the other available
qualities, 24K is the finest gold containing 99.9% pure gold.

12.Choose A Metal For The Ring Band
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12.Choose A Metal For The Ring
Band
YELLOW GOLD

Yellow metal is the most popular yet marvellous form of gold metal. A
yellow gold ring band looks beautiful in the form of an engagement ring.
They are an excellent choice for modern yet vintage-inspired styles for
rings and bands.
Yellow gold prongs create a more yellowish appearance when studded in
near-colourless diamonds. If you love the yellow shades of gold,
consider opting for white metal prongs combined with a yellow gold
band to create a contrasting effect on the ring.

ROSE GOLD

Rose gold is becoming a global trend again. The pinkish shimmery
texture of rose gold has a warm and calming appearance, which makes it
suitable for all skin tones. Rose gold rings were a popular choice during
the Retro Era, which involved distinctive engagement and cocktail rings
decorated with coloured gems, gold fixtures, diamond baguettes etc.

WHITE GOLD

White gold is made by alloying pure gold with whitish metals like Silver
and Palladium. People who don't want to spend too much on ring bands
can opt for white gold. White gold has similar properties to platinum.

SILVER

If you are the one who loves the white shimmer and hue of Silver, a silver
band makes for an elegant choice. Its softness, shine and high malleability
makes it a good choice for crafting jewellery. Sterling silver is commonly
used in jewellery but less often used in engagement rings Besides the
scintillating look that silver offers, it has numerous health benefits. It acts
as an antimicrobial agent, regulates body heat, and improves blood
circulation.

12.Choose A Metal For The Ring Band
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